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SELECT ACCESS®
SMART
Smart,
secure
key storage

Share the access to your house keys via
your Smartphone

Stop hiding your keys under the doormat or under a flower pot!
With Select Access® SMART, sharing your house keys has never been
easier: everything is managed via your Smartphone.

Share the access
to your house keys
remotely and in
real time

Get the
complete
access
history

Be notified
about any
unauthorised
attempts to open it

SMART SECURE STORAGE
SECURITY PEACE OF MIND
With Select Access® SMART, sharing access
to your house keys has never been easier.
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WELL-DESIGNED SECURITY

YOUR SMARTPHONE
BATERRY DIED ?

No more getting keys copied for your
parents or hiding keys under the doormat.

If the battery of your Smartphone is flat, Select
Access SMART can also be unlocked with a
personal combination.

No need to change your access-codes
after contractors have been in.

If you forget this combination, a help code stored
on your Master Lock Vault® eLocks app (also
accessible from a computer) will enable you to
unlock it again!

Keep your keys safe in your Select Access
SMART and easily share access with
people you choose via your Smartphone!

ACCESS SHARING MADE EASY
YOU WILL BE ALERTED
WHEN IT’S TIME TO
CHANGE THE BATTERY
Share access to your keys via the free
Master Lock Vault™ eLocks app and
choose
the
people
(parents,
babysitter, plumber, etc.) you wish to
allow
access,
all
from
your
Smartphone.
The choice of contacts is unlimited
and the sharing is immediate. At any
time, you can cancel or add accesses
- and even choose to give access to
your keys for a limited time period.

Via the app, you can fully monitor
access to the Select Access® SMART. A log
lets you know the complete access history:
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Who used your house keys?
At what times during the day?
How many times?

You will even be alerted to unauthorised
access attempts.

If the battery of your Select Access®
SMART is getting low, you will be
alerted by a yellow signal light and you
will receive messages via the Master
Lock Vault® eLocks application.
So you will always know when it is
time to change the battery!
If the battery wasn’t changed in time,
it's no problem: simply plug a 9V
battery into the backup compartment
located under the box and you will be
able to unlock it and change the CR123
cylinder battery.

SECURITY COMBINED WITH TECHNOLOGY
Next generation technology, the Select
Access® SMART is designed to guarantee
you an excellent level of security and still be ideal
for outdoor use.

Its zinc construction and dual locking
mechanism guarantees better resistance
against attacks providing perfect protection
for your keys.

The Master Lock Vault™ eLocks mobile application, which can
be downloaded free of charge, uses state-of-the-art security
and decoding norms to warn you of any attempt to steal
information.

Data transmitted in Bluetooth® Smart between your
Smartphone and your Select Access SMART have a very
high level of encryption to ensure maximum security
against pirating: only authorised individuals are able to
have access to your keys.
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